Abstract—We always have possibilities of being involved in various network troubles because of system misconfigurations and trouble by natural disasters, etc. So evaluations of network technologies under these situations are important. We are developing a framework for emulating environments with failures and evaluating technologies for recovering from them by utilizing our existing technologies for building large-scale network experimental environments. We successfully conducted several case studies using our technologies with various failure types.

I. INTRODUCTION

Evaluating the scalability or performance of target technologies themselves is, of course, important, but studying their behavior in abnormal situations is also important for understanding problems with surrounding services and the target technology itself.

Our system uses simulation and emulation in a large-scale testbed to reproduce abnormal situations including router misconfiguration, wireless network faults, and severe congestion. Various experiments have been conducted using fault injection; here we present two case studies and our approach.

II. CASE STUDIES

We executed several experiments using fault injection. In this section, we introduce two examples; one involved emulating home networks, power management by a home energy management system (HEMS), and wide area networks, and the other is emulation of disaster situation and recovery technologies.

A. HEMS emulation

The topology of this experiment is shown in Figure 1. This experimental network has about 1100 nodes as experimental elements utilizing about 60 physical machines in StarBED[1]. The main elements of this experiment are emulated smart houses that have HEMS electronics and servers for power management. The HEMS electronics managers send power consumption information to the servers. The servers send a message to reduce the consumption when they detect a house is using too much electricity.

We introduced three types of faults in this environment. The first fault is negative effect of thunderstorm to the wireless access network. We changed the link characteristics on the network using QOMET[2] which emulates wireless link characteristics on wired networks. The concrete symptom is that the wireless links go down according to size and location of the thunderstorms.

The second fault is misconfigurations of OSPF router and it involved the OSPF daemon down state.

The last fault involves burdening the OSPF network with a massive amount of background traffic using XBurner[3]. We run apache and wget on virtual machines using XENebula and these applications generate massive traffic in the OSPF network.

We actually built two environments: one with these faults and one without faults. The three types of faults caused communication failures between the HEMS servers and clients, and we observed the effects of these failures. The power consumption in the environment with faults is larger than for that without faults, because the management servers could not collect data from the houses or because the control messages from them to the HEMS clients were lost.

The details of this experiment are shown in [4].

B. Disaster emulation

Natural disasters also cause network trouble and there are many proposals for recovering from these situations. To provide environments for observing behaviors of network elements in these critical situations and evaluating recovery technologies, we executed an experiment in a disaster situation. The visualized environment is shown in figure 2.
There are OSPF routers emulating ISP inner network, SIP servers and clients, and homes which have network connection to a OSPF router. The emulated homes aren’t emulated in all emulation area, only in a part of it. The OSPF router daemons, SIP servers and its clients are real implementations for the Internet and they work on StarBED physical nodes or virtual nodes.

We made a disaster scenario including an earthquake and a tsunami. When the earthquake hits the region, OSPF routers down because of power failure. In a while, they recovered but then two OSPF routers suffer tsunami and they are down again. In this moment, there are two problems. One is network separation, as three OSPF routers cannot connect the backbone area. The other is that the emulated homes lost their Internet connection because the OSPF router that they connect to is down. This is a disaster scenario in which we test how recovery technologies work.

We assume that future access routers in general homes have functions for building wireless mesh topology. So we run OLSR routing daemons in emulated homes to build the topology that reaches another OSPF router to have its external link. For the connection of the separated networks, we use a strong radio wave to connect between OSPF routers in each network. In this case, both recovery technologies are wireless-related, so we emulate the communication environment by utilizing QOMET.

The network status is shown as statistical values of SIP connection establishment every 3 minutes. The value goes down when OSPF routers are shutdown and goes up as the recovery techniques work.

We also implemented a visualization framework to collect emulation results and provide it to the visualizer.

III. APPROACH

In order to meet our goals, there were some technological hurdles; building a large-scale experimental setup, controlling it including fault processes and their consequences and so on. We use our tools for realizing a large-scale and realistic experimental environment on StarBED. SpringOS is supporting software for conducting experiments. The major functions of SpringOS are software installation, network topology construction, scenario driving, and related elements for facilitating the creation and execution of experiments. It facilitates us the creation of experiments. XENebula[5] enables users to run many virtual machines. The roles of XENebula are creating disk images and configurations for all virtual machines based on templates, allocating virtual machines to available physical nodes based on the computing resources of the physical machines, and running configured virtual machines on physical machines. QOMET can emulate characteristics of a wireless network on a wired network. It has behavior models of wireless nodes, and it configures the wired link characteristics using network emulators. It can be used to emulate fault situations by utilizing fault reproduction models instead of regular wireless models. XBurner introduces background traffic utilizing actual software and hardware for the Internet onto experimental environments. Figure 3 indicates the use of our technologies for fault reproduction.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We built several experimental environments with faults utilizing our facilities and technologies: StarBED, SpringOS, XENebula, QOMET and XBurner. Example experiments indicate that we can emulate trouble situations with our existing technologies. But the reality of scenarios, models of trouble situations, topology and so on are not enough for precise emulations. Moreover, we execute many steps to make those experiments because some technologies we employed don’t have collaboration mechanisms. Now we are designing and implementing a framework that will solve these problems. It will enable us to easily build and control disaster situations by utilizing simulation and emulation technologies.
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